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FORM 5 

SUBMISSION ON PROPOSED URBAN PLAN 

CHANGE (PLAN CHANGE 88) 

WHANGAREI DISTRICT PLAN 

To: Whangarei District Council 

Private Bag 9023 

Whangarei 0148 

Name of Submitter: Udy Investments Limited 

This is a submission by Udy Investments Ltd (‘the Submitter’) on Proposed Plan Change 88 (‘PC88’) to 

the Whangarei District Plan. 

The Submitter could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission and its 

submission does not raise matters that relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

The Submitter is the owner of 1-11 Lower Tarewa Road, Whangarei (Lots 2-5 DP 206056 and LOT 2 

DP 191542).  The Submitter is directly affected by the subject matter of PC88 in a manner that— 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Figure 1: Submitter’s Sites (indicative only) 

Submission #241
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The specific provisions of PC88 that this submission relates to are the proposed zoning and the 

proposed amendments to the text and provisions of the Whangarei District Plan.  

 

The Submitter opposes PC88 in full.  

 

Without derogating from the generality of the above, this submission identifies specific concerns and 

proposes amendments to the following proposed text of the Whangarei District Plan as proposed by 

PC88. The following relates specifically to the provisions of the Shopping Centre Zone (‘SCZ’) as 

proposed and as those provisions relate to the Tarewa Shopping Centre (‘the Site’), in particular.  

 

 SCZ Overview 

 SCZ Objectives 

 SCZ Policies 

 SCZ Rules 

 SCZ Information Requirements 

 

The specific objections and amendments sought by the Submitter are detailed at Appendix A.  

 

Reasons for opposition 

 

The reasons for the Submitter’s opposition to the amended provisions (and the amendments sought) 

are discussed below and in Appendix A.  

 

 The applicable provisions do not promote the sustainable management of natural and physical 
resources, and they are contrary to Part 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991 ('the Act"); 

 

 The provisions are not soundly based on evidence or an appropriate cost benefit analysis as 
required by section 32 of the Act; 

 

 The applicable objectives, policies and rules of PC88, as they relate to the Submitter’s site and 
the identified concerns: 
 
i)  will not promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources; 
ii)  are inconsistent with the purpose and principles of the Act; 
iii)  will give rise to adverse effects on the environment that are not avoided, remedied or 

mitigated; 
iv)  are inappropriate and unjustified in terms of Section 32 of the Act. 
 

The specific reasons for the submitters’ concerns are as follows: 

 

 The Submitter does not consider that the current SCZ Overview, Objectives, Policies, and Rules 

proposed by PC88 is an appropriate response given the key Resource Management Issues that 

have been identified by the Section 32 Evaluation Report (‘the S32 Report’), and in light of the 

Site’s characteristics including; the Site’s close proximity to the town centre; separation (away) 

from sensitive Living Zone environments and its location adjoining road, railway and / or reserve 

on all boundaries.   
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 While the Submitter supports the objective of providing for larger general retail (including 

supermarkets – proposed rule SCZ-R11), supplementing these uses with a more flexible and wide 

ranging provision of supporting uses will provide for a number of social, economic and 

environmental benefits to be realised, as well as address the key resource management issues 

identified within the S32 Report1. This will achieve the objectives and policies of the SCZ. Given 

the Site’s city fringe and ‘land locked’ location, the Submitter considers that this can be achieved 

without compromising the vitality of the City Centre. In contrast, a range of supporting uses 

would function as and provide a supporting role to the City Centre, given the Site’s location.  

 

 This approach is supported by Section 2.1 (paragraph 5) of the S32 Report’ which, when 

considering the existing policy framework, notes that “retail activities such as shopping centres 

can generate much greater social, economic and environmental benefits if they are located within 

mixed-use activity centres, co-located with other complementary stores.”  

 

 The proposed amendments sought would also provide flexibility in an ever changing commercial 

environment. This flexibility is also essential to ensure that the objectives and policies can 

continue to be met, and for the Site to continue to support the adjoining City Centre zone, 

thereby being consistent with the objectives and policies of the SCZ.  

 

 The Submitter considers that the proposed amendments sought to the development control rules 

and removal of the Information Standards are appropriate given the characteristics of the site 

and controls provided for elsewhere. The amendments are also consistent with the objectives 

and policies of the SCZ.  

 

Relief Sought 

 

The Submitter seeks the following decision from Whangarei District Council in respect of PC88: 

 

 That the proposed Plan Change is refused in its entirety unless the following proposed changes 

are adopted. 

 That the amended provisions to the Overview, Objectives, Policies, Rules and Information 

Requirements sought by the submitter (as detailed at Appendix A) be adopted.  

 Such other amendments to the provisions of the Whangarei District Plan as may be necessary to 

give effect to the relief sought in this submission. 

 

The Submitter wishes to be heard in support of its submission.  If other parties make a similar 

submission, the Submitter would consider presenting a joint case with them at any hearing. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Identified as: 1. commercial sprawl; 2. connectivity and transport; 3. urban design outcomes; and 4. dishonest zoning. 
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Michael Campbell  

Campbell Brown Planning Limited 

For and on behalf of Udy Investments Limited, as its duly authorised agent. 

 

3 July 2019 

 

Address for service of submitter: 

 

C/- Campbell Brown Planning Limited 

PO Box 147001 

Ponsonby 

AUCKLAND 1144 

 

Attention: Michael Campbell  

Telephone: (09) 394 1696 

Mobile:  (021) 2789018 

Email:  michael@campbellbrown.co.nz 



Whangarei District Plan | Proposed Changes 

 

Requested changes in bold and underlined with deletions struck through 

 

Overview 

 

The Shopping Centre Zone (SCZ) provides for the consolidation of predominantly large comprehensive 

general retail stores within existing shopping centres. Limited provision Provision is made for supporting 

small scale food and beverage activities such as cafes for the comfort of visitors and employees at the 

shopping centre.  

 

Shopping centres have unique characteristics, generally being a comprehensive group of retail and other 

commercial establishments that is planned, developed and managed as a single facility, comprising 

commercial multi-branded retail units and common areas.  

 

Shopping centres are generally comparative shopping ‘destinations’ and collectively need large spaces for 

retail. As destinations, shopping centres are car-focused and require sizeable areas with suitable vehicle 

access and on-site parking to cater for private motor vehicles. It is essential that shopping centres are 

designed to be safe and pleasant for pedestrians and cyclists as well as well as cater to vehicular 

requirements to ensure a positive shopping experience.  

 

High traffic volumes and the requirement for larger sites than are available in the City Centre and Local 

Centres mean that large shopping centres are usually incompatible with the anticipated amenity and 

character of those zones.  

 

Shopping centres can have significant adverse effects on the vitality and functioning of other commercial 

or retailing centres if they are inappropriately located. This means that the extent to which shopping 

centres competes with the functions of other centres must be carefully managed. The SCZ is expected to 

remain at existing locations close to the City Centre and, if expansion of the existing shopping centres is 

required, to develop towards and not away from, the City Centre.  

 

The provision of a range of supporting uses will provide for a number of social, economic and 

environmental benefits to be realised. This need to future proof these areas in a changing commercial 

environment is also vital to ensure that the SCZ can continue to support the adjoining City Centre zone.  

 

Shopping centres can have significant adverse effects on amenity and character values of neighbouring 

zones. These effects must be carefully managed. The SCZ is intended to provide an area within which 

existing large general retail stores are consolidated to manage these potential effects. It is expected that 

the amenity of shopping centres will improve over time to minimise the impact on other zones and to 

provide a better shopping experience for patrons.  

 



The SCZ is located in urban areas where large land parcels are available within and adjacent to established 

shopping centres containing existing large general retail stores. The SCZ is only appropriate where local 

infrastructure (i.e. roads, wastewater and storm-water) has sufficient capacity to accommodate further 

development. The SCZ has been applied at three locations, being: 

 

 Tarewa Shopping Centre  

 Okara Shopping Centre 

 Okara West Shopping Centre 

 

Each shopping centre zone has individual characteristics that should be recognised when considering 

the size, scale and type of development that would be appropriate including (but not limited to) its size, 

location and adjoining uses.  

 

Objectives 

 

The Submitter seeks the following amendments to the objectives as proposed by PC88.  

SCZ-03-Centre 
Viability 

The primacy, function and vitality of the City Centre, Local Commercial Zones and 
Waterfront are protected supported by the Shopping Centre Zone. 
 

Reason: This amendment is consistent with the wording used within the S32 Evaluation 
Report which recognises the need to support these zones.  

 

SCZ-05-Urban 
Design 

Development outcomes reflect best practice urban design. quality urban design 
outcomes, recognising the character and amenity values typical of large format 
retail.   
 

Reason It is not considered that best practice urban design outcomes are always 
compatible with the other objectives of the zone. In addition, the term “best 
practice” is imprecise and difficult to define.  The proposed amendment would 
promote quality urban design outcomes, while recognising the site specific 
amenity values of the SCZ. 

 

Policies 

 

The Submitter seeks the following amendments and additions to the policies as proposed by PC88.  

SCZ-P4-Small 
Scale Retail 

To avoid small scale retail activities establishing in existing shopping centres 
where they may undermine the economic vitality and primacy of the City Centre 
Zone, having specific regard to the size of retail activities provided for by the 
City Centre Zone.  
 

Reason: This amendment requires specific consideration of the scale of retail activities 
that are permitted in the City Centre which is appropriate to provide clarity of 
what ‘small scale retail’ means in context. 



 

SCZ-P6-
Communal 
Facilities 

To enhance shopper’s experience within shopping centres by requiring activities 
to provide communal bathrooms, facilities including rubbish bins and rest areas.  
 

Reason: Discussed below (refer to changes proposed to SCZ-R8 Commercial Services). 

 

SCZ-P7-
Landscaping 

To preserve the character and amenity of adjoining zones, having regard to type 
and sensitivity of adjoining uses, by requiring high quality landscaping to: 

a. Enhance the character of the shopping centre. 
b. Soften the effects of built form. 

 

Reason: The submitter notes that there are no landscaping requirements contained 
within the SCZ with these being located within the Transport Section of the 
Urban Services Plan Change (PC109). This rule as proposed does not recognise 
the site’s lack of adjacent ‘sensitive’ uses. 

 

SCZ-P10-Sunlight To protect provide for a reasonable level of daylight access and outlook by 
managing built form adjacent to sensitive zones.  
 

Reason: This rule as proposed does not recognise the site’s lack of adjacent ‘sensitive’ 
uses. 

 

Tarewa Centre To recognise the location of the Tarewa Shopping Centre when considering the 
appropriateness of future development including:  

a. Its location on the City fringe, proximity and walkability to the City 
Centre;  

b. The supporting role it provides to the City Centre; 
c. The opportunities for additional built form provided by its location 

adjoining the railway line, road and Raumanga Stream, away from 
sensitive residential occupiers.  
 

Reason: The Submitter considers that it is appropriate that the characteristics of the Site 
should be recognised. This is consistent with the principles of the S32 Report.  

 

Complementary 
Uses 

To support a range a uses within Shopping Centres and the social, economic 
and environmental benefits that this range achieves, where these are 
compatible with the provision of large formal retail and adverse effects are 
appropriately managed.  

 

Reason: Supporting uses are appropriate as discussed in the main body of the submission.   

 



Market Changes  To recognise that market changes may shift demand away from large format 
retail, and to recognise the implications for the Shopping Centre Zone by 
enabling flexibility in the type, scale and size of uses provided for in Shopping 
Centre Zones should this occur.  
 

Reason: The Submitter considers that the changing commercial environment and potential 
reduction in demand for large format retail should be acknowledged in the policy, 
as there may not always be a demand for such uses. This flexibility is also essential 
to ensure that the objectives and policies can continue to be met, and for the Site 
to continue to support the adjoining City Centre zone, thereby being consistent 
with the objectives and policies of the SCZ.  
 

 

Rules 

 

The Submitter seeks the following amendments to the rules as proposed by PC88.  Suggested changes in 

bold and underlined with deletions struck through 

SCZ-R1 An activity not otherwise listed in this chapter 

Activity Status: P 
Where: 
1. Resource consent is not required under any rule of the 

District Plan in chapter SCZ; and 
2. The activity is not prohibited under any rule.  

 
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary 

 

Reason:  

The current wording would require resource consent (as a discretionary activity) for any activity within 

the SCZ for an infringement of the rules of another chapter, despite the activity status of an infringement 

of the rule in the corresponding chapter. The Submitter considers that this is onerous, as such an 

infringement would already require resource consent under that chapter despite this rule (and may result 

in a more onerous activity status). The proposed change would relate the rule to the SCZ only, which is 

considered appropriate. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SCZ-R2 Any Redevelopment 

Activity Status: P 
Where: 

1. The activity complies with rules SCZR3-7.  
2. The redevelopment is: 

a. Internal, within the footprint of an existing building; 
or 

b. External alterations do not increase the gross floor 
area of the building, or alter the principal façade1 
by more than 20%.  

3. The principal entrance(s) of each retail, commercial or 
food and beverage unit either opens directly on to a 
shopping centre footpath or other pedestrian 
connection, or is connected to a pedestrian connection 
by a smaller formed pedestrian connection 
 

Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary.  

 

Reason:  

The submitter considers that provision should be made to enable small scale alterations (noting 

compliance with the remaining rules would be required). The proposed wording enables this.   

 

SCZ-R3 Building Height  

Activity Status: P 
Where: 

1. Building height does not exceed 15m unless provided 
for by SCZ-R4. 

 
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary, unless 
provided for by SCZ-R4, where this 
would be a controlled activity.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Being the façade containing the primary entrances to a building.  



 

SCZ-R4 Bonus Building Height   

Activity Status: Controlled 
Where: 

1. The maximum building height is 21m and at least one 
of the following is provided on-site: 

a. 2 or more residential units; 
b. A through-site link 

 
Matters of control: 

1. Means of ensuring ongoing compliance with the rules.  
2. Appropriateness of through-site links in terms of 

location, design, size, safety and accessibility.  
 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary.  

 

Reason:  

Given the characteristics of the Site, its lack of ‘sensitive’ uses on its boundaries and its similarities with 

the Mixed Use Zone in terms of built form and location (i.e. on the city fringe), it is considered that a height 

control similar to that proposed as part of the Mixed Use Zone is appropriate. This would also promote 

the zone objective of providing uses that support the city centre and increase pedestrian connectivity and 

permeability.  

 

Paragraph 50 of the s32 Report states that the SCZ: 

 

“provides for construction of approximately 2-3 story buildings within the SCZ and provides 

opportunity for taller buildings to be provided by way of consent. This is considered appropriate 

because the resource consent process can ensure that the larger facilities achieve best practice 

urban design.”  

 

In practice, the Submitter considers that leaving complete discretion for additional height to a resource 

consent process does not always enable the opportunities for taller building to be realised. Rather, it is 

more appropriate to include provision for additional height in plan provisions if these are deemed 

appropriate. The proposed changes would promote height as being appropriate (consistent with the S32 

Report), provided key design requirements are met. Also, the Submitter notes that there is already a 

requirement for new development to require resource consent, with urban design outcomes being a key 

driver. The resource consent process would still provide for discretion over this aspect, while recognising 

the Site’s characteristics and acknowledging that additional height is appropriate in this location.  

 

 

 

 



 

SCZ-R45 Height in Relation to Boundary  

Activity Status: P 
Where: 

1. The building does not exceed a height equal to 3m plus 
the shortest horizontal distance between that part of 
the building and the boundary of the adjacent site.  
The building does not exceed a height equal to 4m 
plus the shortest horizontal distance between that 
part of the building and any Green Space Zone 
boundary. 
 

Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

Reason:  

The Submitter considers that the Site’s location adjoining the railway line, road and Conservation Zone 

and its location away from ‘sensitive’ residential uses provides an opportunity to relax the height in 

relation to boundary requirement, subject to set back and height standards being complied with. A HIRB 

standard similar to The Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) is considered appropriate, given similarities between the 

Site and the MUZ. Effects will continue to be managed by the building set back rules (from open space 

and living zones), height, building area, landscaping and impervious area requirements.  

 

SCZ-R56 Building Area  

Activity Status: P 
Where: 

1. Gross Floor Area of any building is more than 1600 
350m2.  

2. Public bathroom facilities are provided for use by 
shopping centre patrons at a location inside the 
shopping centre at a rate of:  
2 for up to 400m2  
4 for up to 800m2  
8 for up to 1200m2  
1 for every 200m2 thereafter. 
 

Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

Reason:  

The Submitter considers that the minimum building area control should be reduced. A reduction to 350m2 

would still enable larger retail uses to be provided for, however would also enable greater flexibility for 



new developments to improve the public realm and provide better pedestrian linkages, this being a key 

objective of the SCZ.  

 

The proposed change reflects the proposed minimum retail unit size of 350sqm. This change would give 

flexibility to any future building and development. Smaller buildings enable the provision of increased 

areas of public realm as well as pedestrian linkages to be improved, this being a key objective of the SCZ.  

 

Toilets are a requirement of food and beverage outlets under the Building Code, which will ensure that 

sufficient provision is provided. The Submitter considers that any additional requirement for public toilets 

is onerous and unwarranted.   

 

SCZ-R67 Building Setbacks  

Activity Status: P 
Where: 

1. The building is at least 3m from any Green Space Zone 
boundary.  

2. The building is at least 27m from Mean High Water 
Springs.  

3. The building is at least 27m from the top of the bank of 
any river that has a width greater than 3m. 

Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

Reason: The proposed yard requirement provides a sufficient buffer from the adjoining Green Space 

Zone boundary.  

 

SCZ-R78 Impervious Areas (excluding bridges, culverts and fences)  

Activity Status: P 
Where: 

1. The impervious area does not cause the total 
impervious area for the site to exceed 95%.  

2. The impervious area is not within 5m of:  
a. Mean High Water Springs  
b. b. The top of the bank of any river that has 

a width exceeding 3m.  
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

Reason: There are currently no impervious area controls. The Submitter considers that the requirement 

for landscaping (and tree planting) within parking areas, along the road boundary (TRAR10 – R12) is 

considered to be adequate to provide a landscaping presence.  

 



 

SCZ-R89 Commercial Services  

Activity Status: P 
Where:  

1. The Net Floor Area for the commercial service activity 
does not exceed 100m2 500m².  

2. The total Net Floor Area of all commercial service 
activities does not exceed 2% 5% of the total Net Floor 
Area for the shopping centre (when the commercial 
service activity is included).  

3. The commercial service activity is in a building which 
also accommodates a retail activity 

 
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

SCZ-R910 Food and Beverage  

Activity Status: P 
Where:  

1. The Net Floor Area of any food and beverage activity 
does not exceed 250 350m².  

2. The total Net Floor Area of all food and beverage 
activities does not exceed 5 20% of the total Net Floor 
Area for the shopping centre (when the food outlet is 
included). 

3. The food and beverage activity is in a building which 
also accommodates a retail activity  

4. At least 1 fixed rubbish bin is provided by each food and 
beverage activity.  

5. Seating areas associated with food and beverage 
activities do not impede pedestrian use of footpaths or 
other pedestrian connections. 

 
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SCZ-R1011 Retail Activities  

Activity Status: P 
Where:  

1. The retail activity occupies more than 450 350m² Net 
Floor Area.  

2. The retail activity occurs in an existing building. 
 
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

Reason (Commercial Services, Retail, Food and Beverage):  

There are already controls around new buildings, with these requiring resource consent if standards are 

infringed. Therefore, the Submitter considers that requiring a retail use to locate within an existing 

building is unreasonable when control of the design of this new building is already provided by the 

relevant standards.  

 

The proposed change to the area would still provide for large format retail in a way which does not 

undermine, and supports the vitality of the CBD. The Submitter notes that the Site’s key characteristics 

(including its City fringe location and the supporting role it plays) are similar to the MUZ, and the MUZ 

provides for general retail between 250sqm and up to 600sqm which is seen to not undermine the CBD. 

As a result, a reduction of floor areas for the above uses, with the objective of promoting larger format 

retail is considered appropriate.  

 

The proposed changes sought would also provide sufficient flexibility in a dynamic commercial 

environment. This flexibility is essential to ensure that the objectives and policies can continue to be met, 

and for the Site to continue to support the adjoining City Centre zone.  

 

SCZ-R1112 Supermarkets  

Activity Status: P 
Where:  

1. The Supermarket occupies more than 450m2 Net Floor 
Area.  

2. The Supermarket occurs in an existing building.  
 
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

Activity status when compliance not 
achieved: Discretionary. 

 

Reason: There are already controls around new buildings, with these requiring resource consent. Item ‘2’ 

is therefore not necessary.  



 

SCZ-R12 13 Motor Vehicle Sales  

SCZ-R13 14 Garden Centres 

SCZ-R13 15 Trade Supplier Activities 

SCZ-R15 16 Marine Retail 

SCZ-R16 17 Hire Premises and Facilities 

SCZ-R17 18 Entertainment Facilities 

SCZ-R18 19 Drive thru Facilities 

SCZ-R20 Service Stations 

Activity Status: Non Complying Permitted 
 
Note: Any application shall comply with information 
requirement SCZ-REQ1 

 

 

SCZ-R19 21 Visitor Accommodation 

Activity Status: Non Complying Discretionary 
 

 

SCZ-R24 25 Community Activities 

Activity Status: Prohibited Discretionary  
 

 

SCZ-R25 26 Residential 

Activity Status: Prohibited Discretionary 
 
Note: the Submitter considers that it would be appropriate for 
a Residential Activity to be subject to amenity controls. It is 
suggested that controls similar to those contained within the 
Mixed Use Zone (Rule MU-R10) would be appropriate. 
 

 

 

Reason: 

The Submitter acknowledges that the effects of large format retail and adjoining commercial uses need 

to be managed. However given the Site’s proximity to the CBD and the key objective of providing uses 

which support the CBD, the Submitter considers that residential activities should be provided for as a 

discretionary activity (as opposed to prohibited) and visitor accommodation as a discretionary activity (as 

opposed to non-complying). The resource consent process will continue to provide the discretion to 

consider issues such a reverse sensitivity effects, amenity values, economic effects on the provision of 

large format retail, and shopping centre quality (among others). In contrast, enabling the consideration 

of these uses will provide sufficient scope to realise fully the SCZ’s objective of supporting the City Centre 

and promoting good urban design outcomes. The Submitter also notes that the alternative of providing 

for residential as a discretionary activity has not been considered within the S32 Report (refer Table 12).  

 

The Submitter also considers that Community Services should be provided for as a discretionary activity 

(as opposed to being prohibited). The analysis within the S32 Report (Table 12) identifies a cost of 



permitting such activities as Permitted threshold enables these activities to establish without consent 

which could diminish the land capacity for activities like residential units and offices. While the Submitter 

considers that both residential and offices should be provided for if appropriately designed and located 

(and has proposed amendments in this regard), the diminishing of land capacity for such uses as being an 

issue contrasts with the objectives of the SCZ.  

 

The Submitter also notes that Community activities are often large in scale which may result in them being 

unable to locate in city centres, however have a need to locate nearby centres given the obvious 

supporting function they provide. Such uses can also result in effects that are comparable to large format 

retail. The Submitter considers that providing for these as a discretionary activity is appropriate. This 

would still provide for the necessary discretion to consider the effects of such a use, however would 

enable potential benefits to be realised if appropriately designed (i.e. the supporting role they provided), 

this being consistent with the objective of the SCZ. Prohibiting such activities would not realise this.  

 

SCZ-REQ1 Information Requirements 

1. All applications for resource consent shall include an 
urban design assessment prepared by a suitably 
qualified and experienced professional which details:  

a. Any consultation undertaken with Council’s 
Urban Design Panel and any conditions that 
were recommended by the Panel.  

b. If Council’s Urban Design Panel has not been 
consulted, an assessment containing reasons 
and justification for not consulting with the 
Panel.  

c. How the proposal is consistent with best 
practice Urban Design.  

d. The effects on the character, amenity, safety 
and the surrounding areas, with particular 
regard to building bulk, location and design 
and parking and transport.  

e. Consideration of potential effects on adjacent 
neighbours.  

f. Consideration of potential effects on 
interaction between public and private spaces.  

g. Consideration of any effects on the Waterfront 
Zone and any Green Space zone. 

 

 

 

Reason:  

The information requirement is unreasonable. The Submitter notes that should resource consent be 

required for an infringement of the majority of the above standards, this would be a discretionary activity 

therefore the Council would have the scope to require an urban design assessment in accordance with 

the 4th Schedule of the RMA, where the size, scale, type, and location of the development warranted an 



assessment of the urban design principles. The submitter also notes that neither the Mixed Use Zone nor 

City Centre Zone propose a similar information requirement, despite both zones being subject to higher 

standards of amenity and urban design (according to the objectives and policies of each zone and the S32 

Report).  
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Par_ID_1 Owner Current Proposed Zoning  Infrastructure Recommendation Notes on Change 
4690646 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4691602 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4694588 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4696694 Whangarei District Council - Solid Waste Open Space Part Hikurangi transfer Stn/ex landfill - same as adjoining section

4699056 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4699174 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Zone Adjacent to Stream

4702726 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4705216 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4705811 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4706671 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4708660 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation SAR Commercial Botanica site

4711496 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation High-density Residential Zone Commercial Botanica site

4711768 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4713119 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4714046 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Zone Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

4719569 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Part Mair Park - Missed off map

4720076 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4721988 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4722356 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4722815 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Sports and Active Recreation Park of Parua Bay Marine Precinct

4723505 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4724265 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation SAR Commercial Botanica site

4724428 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to CMA  - Missed off list

4725322 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4725327 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4725749 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4728754 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4730453 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4732471 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4734184 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4735798 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4736431 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4737044 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4737490 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC 

4745778 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4749691 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4749895 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4751446 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4751839 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

4751996 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4752007 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4752302 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4752653 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4752952 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4755089 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4756271 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4758055 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

4759097 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4760593 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation



4761107 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4762006 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4762185 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4765275 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to Stream/hydroparcels - Missed off map

4766019 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4767533 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4770075 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4772871 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries SAR Open Space Open Space most applicable 

4773701 Private - but public use RVE Sports and Active Recreation As per Parua Recreation Ground  Interim Mangement Plan

4774886 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4782286 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4782435 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4782504 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4783946 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4784797 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4784841 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4785049 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4785099 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Open Space Zone AH Reed Carpark and Water pump station

4786443 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4788038 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4790094 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4794192 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4794310 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4797880 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4798930 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4801385 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4804744 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4804750 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4804964 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4806053 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4806586 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

4809929 Whangarei District Council - Liquid Waste Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

4809931 Whangarei District Council - Liquid Waste Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

4814335 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4815375 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

4818643 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

4819029 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4819030 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4821020 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4823564 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4827000 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4838986 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4843031 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4845354 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4846099 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4847631 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

4848233 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4848444 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4848447 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4848464 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation



4848558 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4851072 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4851748 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4852375 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4854254 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4854776 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

4856105 Private - but public use RVE Sports and Active Recreation As per Parua Recreation Ground  Interim Mangement Plan

4858739 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4859552 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4863536 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4865455 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4865937 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4870480 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4870491 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4871286 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation SAR Commercial Botanica site

4872780 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4874257 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4877827 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4878155 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4880132 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4880182 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries SAR Open Space Open Space most applicable 

4880289 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4882554 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4882582 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4885535 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4886287 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4886604 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Sports and Active Recreation check front of Otaika park

4887640 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Open Space Adjacent to road

4892685 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4892977 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4900731 Whangarei District Council - Liquid Waste Conservation Adjacent to CMA  - Missed off list

4900932 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries SAR Open Space Open Space most applicable 

4904136 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4904420 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4904694 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4905280 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4906653 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4918544 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4918911 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Rural 

4919293 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4922310 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4922668 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4922913 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4925986 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4926642 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4927689 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4927783 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4929119 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Rural 

4930678 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4932946 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation



4935600 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

4941679 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4942585 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

4942706 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

4943037 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4943587 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4949392 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4950739 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4951796 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4953616 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4955376 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Open Space Waipu Centre - previously OS part of trust board

4955989 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4956266 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4961009 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4963149 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4966090 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4966642 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4966648 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4968656 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4968727 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4970208 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4970835 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4970907 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4973571 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4976697 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4976734 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4976755 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4976894 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4977233 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4978646 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4980059 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4980654 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

4981812 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4981974 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4985156 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4989705 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4990105 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

4990643 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4990806 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC

4992663 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4993292 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4994380 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

4997576 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries SAR Open Space Open Space most applicable 

4998609 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

5000077 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5000689 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5003140 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5008731 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5009473 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5010448 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation SAR Commercial Botanica site



5015644 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5016478 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5016664 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5016779 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5017245 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

5019022 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5019031 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to road

5024733 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5026176 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5028596 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5033678 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5037905 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5038540 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5042157 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5042489 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

5042578 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC

5043001 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5044069 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5044991 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5045555 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5045972 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Rural Village residential Conservation Water treatment 

5046701 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5047095 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5047289 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Open Space Water catchment

5049381 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5051414 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5052554 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5054896 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5054922 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5056207 Whangarei District Council - Solid Waste Open Space Park Hikurangi Transfer Station

5029710 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Rural Village residential Open Space Water treatment 

5056207 Whangarei District Council - Solid Waste Open Space Hikurangi transfer station

5056883 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5057567 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5058078 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5060307 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5061248 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5062151 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5062344 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

5063852 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5066908 Whangarei District Council - Liquid Waste Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

5067333 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation SAR Commercial Botanica site

5067753 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation SAR Commercial Botanica site

5068489 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5069336 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5072821 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5075708 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5077344 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5077900 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5080747 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation



5081642 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5083815 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5089752 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5091665 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5092722 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5093799 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5094581 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5095000 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5096605 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5097631 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

5099051 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5099972 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5100909 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Zone Stonehaven Dr - water site

5101328 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5103102 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5104737 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5105301 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5105900 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5110621 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

5110722 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5110768 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5114006 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Zone CROWN - needs to change owner

5114076 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5114508 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

5114825 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5115949 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5116120 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5118149 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

5119396 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5123016 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5123177 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC

5123556 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC

5123655 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5125251 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5131079 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5132708 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5134418 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5134622 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC

5135221 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5135829 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5136050 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5136861 Whangarei District Council - Property Services Open Space Missed off maps - adjacent to existing open space

5137569 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5137785 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries Light Industrial 

Crematorium Site  within See Attached map for split zoning  - Light 

industial seems most appropriate

5137785 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries SAR Open Space Split zone more appropriate for remainder of crematorium lot

5138354 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5143783 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5144783 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5144993 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map



5145378 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5146108 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC

5147714 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5148031 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5148216 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to road

5148239 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5148240 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5148241 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5148952 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5150535 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5153707 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5154911 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5154933 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

5155007 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5158197 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5158667 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries SAR Open Space Open Space most applicable 

5159671 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5160103 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5161061 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5162928 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5163573 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5164542 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5165127 Whangarei District Council - Cemeteries SAR Open Space Open Space most applicable 

5165185 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5165230 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5165382 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Open Space Zone AH Reed Car park

5168039 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5169118 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5170145 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5170520 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5170703 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Rural 

5172598 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5172605 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5173272 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5173302 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5175338 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5177923 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5181296 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5183527 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5184403 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5187011 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5187039 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5187143 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5189379 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5190628 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5191032 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5192467 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Water site

5192938 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5193339 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5195657 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation



5195937 Whangarei District Council - Liquid Waste Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

5201138 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

5203681 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

5204048 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Ngunguru Road - Esplanades

5204588 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation adjacent to conservation Zone - Missed off map

6578563 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

6680373 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Water catchment

6805315 Department of Conservation - Northland Conservancy Conservation DOC

6893047 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Open Space Zone Protect water supply

6893048 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Open Space Zone Protect water supply

6955098 Whangarei District Council - Liquid Waste Conservation Dune lake

6999526 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Zone Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

7039750 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Sports and Active Recreation

As per split zoning recommendation in Ruakaka magement plan (note 

the area is the black line to the current open space zone. (the line is 

very crude and  final position should ensure the buildings are located in 

the open space zone) rest stays as Sport and Active rec or Local 

7065799 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

7119272 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Open Space CHECK with Sue Waipu centennial 

7195621 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Open Space Water catchment

7200515 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Open Space Water catchment

7200516 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Water catchment

7204112 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Drainage reserve 

7258167 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Drainage reserve 

7258168 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Drainage reserve 

7289150 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Open Sports and Active Recreation Town Basin Park - to enable markets and commercial activities

7449955 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Open Space Access to kamo shared path

7451725 Whangarei District Council - Water Services Divisi Conservation Water catchment

7476415 Private  but gifted to Coucnil and waiting C/T Conservation

 Currently Private ownership but gifted to WDC May 2019 – waiting on 

final LINZ transfer documentation

7509360 Whangarei District Council - Hikurangi Swamp Conservation Hikurangi Swamp - all to be zoned Conservation

7528378 Northland Regional Council Conservation NRC - Raumanga storage

7710266 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to CMA  - Missed off list

7710740 Whangarei District Council - Liquid Waste Open Space New reserve - missed off list

7803570 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

7813006 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

7883727 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Mair Park - Pickmere Park section new reserve

7883728 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Mair Park - Pickmere Park section new reserve

7892300 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation New reserve - missed off list

7895762 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

7897085 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Mair Park - Pickmere Park section new reserve

7906357 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Open Space New reserve - missed off list

7906360 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Zone Check Waipu subdivision area - OS or CON

7911198 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Open Space New reserve - missed off list

7911204 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Zone Check Waipu subdivision area - OS or CON

7911522 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Open Space Connection to open space - missed off list

7934283 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

7934819 Whangarei District Council - Roading Division Conservation Adjacent to CMA  - Missed off list

7934833 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation New reserve - missed off list

7939434 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to stream - missed off maps

7941046 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map



7963102 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation Adjacent to Conservation Zone - Missed off map

7975112 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Open Space New reserve - missed off list

7975113 Whangarei District Council - Parks & Recreation Conservation New reserve - missed off list
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Good afternoon,

We act for Radio New Zealand (RNZ).  Please find attached, RNZ’s submission on Plan
Change 148.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Kind regards,
Grace
GRACE BENNETT
SENIOR SOLICITOR
CHAPMAN TRIPP | D: +64 4 498 4979 | M: +64 27 582 1378 | LA: Gillian Brown +64
4 498 6379
www.chapmantripp.com

This email is intended solely for the use of the addressee and may contain information that is confidential or
subject to legal professional privilege. If you receive this email in error please immediately notify the sender and
delete the email.
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I could/could not **gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission  
I am/am not** directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: 
a adversely affects the environment; and 
b does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition 
 Delete the entire paragraph if you could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission 
** Select one 
The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Form 5 - Submission on a change proposed to 
the District Plan 

District Plan Changes: Urban and Services 

All correspondence to the District Plan Department 
Submissions must be received by: 03 July 2019 

Full name   
Please print clearly 

Postal address   

  

  

Telephone no  

Email  
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I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above. (delete what’s not 
applicable) 

My submission is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My reasons are (attach additional pages if required) 
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Please see the attached submission.



 

State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with 
(i.e. give precise details of what you would like included or deleted from the plan)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I w ish to be heard in support of my submission  Yes  No 
If others make a similar submission, I w ill consider presenting a joint case w ith them at a hearing. 

 Yes  No 
 
 

   
Signature of submitter or authorised agent  Date 

A signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic 
means 

 

 

Note to person making submission - If you are making a submission to the Environmental Protection Authority, 
you should use form 16B. If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the 
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of Part 1 of Schedule of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. 
Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied that at 
least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 

• it is frivolous or vexatious: 
• it discloses no reasonable or relevant case: 
• it would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken further:  
• it contains offensive language: 
• it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been prepared by 

a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised knowledge or skill to give 
expert advice on the matter. 

Privacy Note - Clause 6 of Schedule 1 to the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act) requires that 
submissions on a proposed Plan Change be made in the prescribed form (Form 5 Resource Management 
(Forms, Fees, and Procedure) Regulations 2003). Personal information including the name of the submitter and 
contact details must be supplied. Besides our staff, we share this information with other submitters and the public 
in order to facilitate the Plan Change process. Providing some information is optional, however, if you choose not 
to enter information required by the form, your submission may be considered invalid.  

You have the right to ask for a copy of any personal information we hold about you, and to ask for it to be 
corrected if you think it is wrong. If you’d like to ask for a copy of your information, or to have it corrected, please 
contact us at mailroom@wdc.govt.nz, or 09 430 4200, or Whangarei District Council, Private Bag 9023, 
Whangarei 0148. 
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Form 5 

SUBMISSION ON PUBLICLY NOTIFIED PROPOSAL FOR POLICY STATEMENT OR 
PLAN, CHANGE OR VARIATION 

Clause 6 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 

To Whangarei District Council 

Name of submitter:  Radio New Zealand Limited (RNZ) 

1 This is a submission on proposed plan change 148 to the Whangarei District Plan 
(the proposal). 

2 RNZ could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. 

3 The specific provisions of the proposal that RNZ’s submission relates to are set out 
in Schedule 1 to this submission. 

4 RNZ welcomes the opportunity to submit on the proposal.  RNZ is generally 
supportive of the proposal, subject to the amendments in Schedule 1.  

5 RNZ does not wish to be heard in support of the submission. 

6 A summary of RNZ’s facilities in Whangarei and the reasons for RNZ’s submission 
are set out below. 

Background 
7 RNZ is a Crown entity established under the Radio New Zealand Act 1995.  RNZ 

owns and operates radio transmission facilities on Oaks Road, Otaika, Whangarei 
(RNZ’s Facilities). 

8 RNZ owns, maintains and operates the equipment on the site.  Radiocommunication 
activities are carried out at RNZ’s Facilities using this equipment; however, RNZ is 
not the only user of the site.  RNZ clients rent space in RNZ’s facilities and broadcast 
from the site.  

9 It is important that the continued operation, maintenance and improvement of RNZ’s 
national transmission network can occur unimpeded.  RNZ’s Facilities are an integral 
and important part of RNZ’s national communication network, and it is appropriate 
that the proposal recognises this and provides for RNZ’s activities. 

10 RNZ’s Facilities perform an important role in, among other things, providing news 
and information to the public and performing a civil defence role (radio is a key 
communication tool in the event of natural disasters and RNZ is designated as a 
lifeline utility under the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002). 

11 As a lifeline utility, it is critically important that RNZ is not unduly restricted from 
carrying out activities that are fundamental to the ongoing operation of its 
transmission activities. 



 

RNZ’s Facilities at Otaika 
12 RNZ’s Facilities at Otaika include one steel lattice guyed AM transmitter mast (90m 

tall) that broadcasts programmes and carries out RNZ’s civil defence functions to 
most parts of Whangarei.  There is a concrete block tuning hut at the base of the 
transmitter mast, which is connected to the main concrete block transmitter building 
(350m away) by underground cables.  Housed inside the transmitter building are 
three AM radio transmitters, ancillary equipment and an emergency power 
generator.  

13 RNZ’s Facilities are located in the Rural Production Zone in the Whangarei District 
Plan.  RNZ’s site is also designated (DRNZ1) for the purposes of radio 
communication, telecommunication and ancillary purposes and land uses.  

14 The location of RNZ’s Facilities is shown in Figure 1 below.  

Figure 1: Location of RNZ’s Otaika transmitter site 

RNZ’s submission – general comments 
15 Due to its integral civil defence role (as outlined above), RNZ considers amendments 

to the proposal are necessary in order to provide greater recognition and protection 
of RNZ’s facilities. The proposal should provide appropriate policies and objective 
that better recognise: 

15.1 the critical contribution that infrastructure and network utility operations 
(such as RNZ’s Facilities) make to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing 
of the district, as well as health and safety; 

15.2 the technical and operational constraints that limit the geographic location in 
which network utilities in general, and RNZ’s Facilities in particular, can 
operate, particularly in relation to land use, subdivision and development; and 



 

15.3 the need to avoid “reverse sensitivity” effects on network utilities for the 
benefit of the community. 

16 RNZ’s primary concern is that subdivision and development in proximity to its 
transmitter sites could lead to reverse sensitivity effects on its transmission.  
Reverse sensitivity effects are the adverse effects that a new “sensitive” land use 
can have on existing activities, i.e. they are effects caused by new development. For 
example: 

16.1 RNZ has had direct experience of people, who live near some of its sites, 
complaining about interference to their electronic devices after they have 
purchased land and built a house near a transmitter (television reception and, 
potentially, broadband, telephone signals, burglar alarms and intercom units 
can be adversely affected near a transmitter); 

16.2 nearby residents might not be happy that, on the occasions it is used (during 
emergencies or for testing purposes), RNZ’s back-up generator makes a 
certain amount of noise; and 

16.3 residents might not be happy about being able to see large radio masts from 
their houses. 

17 It is important that the proposal specifically recognises and provides for the 
avoidance of reverse sensitivity, and the protection of utilities against the restraining 
effects of reverse sensitivity. 

18 For these reasons, RNZ seeks the amendments set out in Schedule 1. 

19 RNZ wishes to emphasise again that reverse sensitivity effects on its facilities can 
undermine the operation of those facilities, which play an important role in 
broadcasting news and also performing a civil defence role, and, in some cases, 
have required RNZ to relocate its facilities, which is disruptive and costly. 

Signed for and on behalf of Radio New Zealand Limited by its solicitors and authorised 
agents Chapman Tripp  

 

______________________________ 
Ben Williams 
Partner 
3 July 2019 

Address for service of submitter: 

Radio New Zealand Limited 
c/- Gary Fowles 
PO Box 123 
Wellington 
Email address: gary.fowles@rnz.co.nz  



 

SCHEDULE 1 – SPECIFIC SUBMISSIONS ON POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES IN PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE 148 TO THE 
WHANGAREI DISTRICT PLAN ON BEHALF OF RADIO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED 

Objective/Policy/Rule Proposed Wording Support/Oppose Comment and decision sought 

Part B – Subdivision (SUB) 

SUB – O5 – Minimise Adverse 
Effects   

Subdivision is designed to minimise any adverse 
effects on the environment and occurs in a 
sequenced and coherent manner.  

Support  Retain as notified.   

RNZ supports this objective on the 
basis that reverse sensitivity effects 
that impact on the operation of 
RNZ’s transmitter should be avoided. 

Part A – Strategic Direction (SD) 

SD – O3 – Growth Accommodate future growth through urban 
consolidation of Whangarei City, existing suburban 
nodes and rural villages, to avoid urban 
development sprawling into productive rural areas. 

Support Retain as notified.  

RNZ operates its transmitter in the 
Rural Production Zone.  RNZ 
supports this objective on the basis 
that reverse sensitivity effects that 
impact on the operation of RNZ’s 
transmitter should be avoided.  

SD – O5 – Incompatible 
activities  

Avoid conflict between incompatible land use 
activities from new subdivision and development.  

Support with 
amendment 

RNZ supports the objective of 
avoiding conflict between 
incompatible land use activities 
arising out of new subdivision and 
development, particularly in the rural 
zone.  It is important that reverse 
sensitivity effects do not interfere 



 

Objective/Policy/Rule Proposed Wording Support/Oppose Comment and decision sought 

with the operation of RNZ’s 
transmitter.  

However, RNZ submits that the 
current wording is unclear and 
should be amended to: 

SD – O5 – Incompatible activities  

Protect existing land use activities 
from reverse sensitivity effects and 
incompatible land uses arising out of 
new subdivision and development.  

SD – O14 – Productive 
Functions 

Protect the long-term viability of the productive 
functions of rural land in a manner that delivers 
economic benefit and sustains the environment.  

Support RNZ operates its transmitter in the 
Rural Production Zone.  RNZ 
supports this objective on the basis 
that reverse sensitivity effects that 
impact on the operation of RNZ’s 
transmitter should be avoided. 

SD – O15 – Rural Area Land 
Uses 

Provide for a range of appropriate land uses in the 
Rural Area, including rural production activities, 
residential, rural residential, rural lifestyle, 
commercial, industrial, strategic rural industries, 
activities ancillary to farming or forestry and 
mineral extraction activities in appropriate areas.  

Support with 
amendment  

RNZ supports appropriate land uses 
in the Rural Area, but submits that 
these uses should only be allowed if 
they are not incompatible with 
existing land uses in the Rural Area.  
In particular, RNZ submits that 
residential land uses should not be 
included, when rural-residential is 
already included.  RNZ also submits 
that network utility operator 



 

Objective/Policy/Rule Proposed Wording Support/Oppose Comment and decision sought 

infrastructure should be a recognised 
land use.   

RNZ submits that the following 
wording should be used instead: 

Provide for a range of appropriate 
land uses in the Rural Area, provided 
that these land uses are not 
incompatible with existing land uses 
in the Rural Area, including rural 
production activities, residential, 
rural residential, rural lifestyle, 
commercial, industrial, network 
utility operator infrastructure, 
strategic rural industries, activities 
ancillary to farming or forestry and 
mineral extraction activities in 
appropriate areas. 

SD – O16 – Viability of 
Productive Functions 

Avoid adverse effects on the viability of the 
productive functions of rural land in the Rural Area 
resulting from ad hoc or scattered residential, 
rural residential and rural living subdivision and 
development. 

Support RNZ operates its transmitter in the 
Rural Production Zone.  RNZ 
supports this objective on the basis 
that reverse sensitivity effects that 
impact on the operation of RNZ’s 
transmitter should be avoided. 

SD – O22 – Recognised 
Benefits 

Identify and protect Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure and recognise the benefits it 
provides. 

Support with 
amendment 

RNZ has not been able to find an 
explanation or definition of 
“regionally significant infrastructure” 
in the Plan, although notes that it is 
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defined in Appendix 3 of the Regional 
Policy Statement for Northland.  RNZ 
is included within the definition in 
paragraph 1(b) of Appendix 3 the 
RPS, being “Key facilities required for 
communication (including 
telecommunication, broadband, 
wireless networks and radio).” 

RNZ submits that either the Plan 
should define and identify “regionally 
significant infrastructure”, which 
would include RNZ, or the objective 
be amended to simply “protect” such 
infrastructure.  

RNZ also considers that this 
objective is ambiguous in that it does 
not explain what infrastructure is to 
be protected against.  RNZ submits 
that this should be against reverse 
sensitivity and incompatible land 
uses.  

Accordingly, RNZ suggests the 
following amendments:  

Identify and pProtect Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure from 
reverse sensitivity and incompatible 
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land uses and recognise the benefits 
it provides. 

SD – O23 – Adverse Effects Avoid remedy or mitigate adverse effects of the 
development, operation and maintenance of 
Regionally Significant Infrastructure. 

Support with 
amendment  

RNZ submits that the objective, as 
currently drafted, suggests that all 
infrastructure have adverse effects, 
which is not the case.  RNZ also 
repeats its comments from SD – 
O22, above, about the lack of 
definition of “regionally significant 
infrastructure”.  

Therefore, RNZ suggests the 
following amendments:  

Avoid, remedy or mitigate any 
adverse effects of the development, 
operation and maintenance of 
Regionally Significant Infrastructure. 

SD – P2 – Incompatible Land 
Uses 

To manage the establishment and location of new 
activities to avoid conflicts between incompatible 
land uses.  

Support RNZ supports this objective on the 
basis that reverse sensitivity effects 
that impact on the operation of 
RNZ’s transmitter should be avoided. 

SD – P6 – Urban Expansion To avoid inappropriate urban expansion by: 

1. Ensuring that urban development occurs: 

Support RNZ supports this objective on the 
basis that reverse sensitivity effects 
that impact on the operation of 
RNZ’s transmitter should be avoided. 
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a. In a planned and coordinated 
manner. 

b. Where appropriate infrastructure 
and services can be provided. 

2. Requiring new urban development to be 
consolidated within or adjacent to Urban 
Areas and rural villages. 

3. Avoiding urban development sprawling into 
the Rural Area. 

SD – P11 – Residential 
Activities 

To protect highly versatile soils from activities 
which would materially reduce the potential for 
soil-based rural production activities.  

Support RNZ operates its transmitter in the 
Rural Production Zone.  RNZ 
supports this objective on the basis 
that reverse sensitivity effects that 
impact on the operation of RNZ’s 
transmitter should be avoided. 

SD – P15 – Benefits of 
Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure 

To have regard to the social, economic and 
cultural benefits of Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure by enabling the ongoing operation, 
maintenance and upgrading of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure where adverse effects 
can be avoided, remedied or mitigated. 

Support with 
amendment  

RNZ submits that the policy, as 
currently drafted, suggests that all 
infrastructure have adverse effects, 
which is not the case.  RNZ also 
repeats its comments from SD – 
O22, above, about the lack of 
definition of “regionally significant 
infrastructure”.  
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Therefore, RNZ suggests the 
following amendments:  

To have regard to the social, 
economic and cultural benefits of 
Regionally Significant Infrastructure 
by enabling the ongoing operation, 
maintenance and upgrading of 
Regionally Significant Infrastructure 
where any adverse effects can be 
avoided, remedied or mitigated. 

SD – P16 – Adverse Effects of 
New Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure  

To manage adverse effects created by new 
network utilities and Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure by: 

1. Allowing adverse effects that have been 
avoided remedied and mitigated to the 
extent that they are no more than minor; 
and 

2. Ensuring damage to or loss of the 
relationship of iwi with ancestral sites, sites 
of significance, wāhi tapu, customary 
activities and or taonga is avoided or other 
agreed to by the affected iwi or hapu. 

Support with 
amendment 

RNZ submits that the policy, as 
currently drafted, suggests that all 
infrastructure have adverse effects, 
which is not the case.  RNZ also 
repeats its comments from SD – 
O22, above, about the lack of 
definition of “regionally significant 
infrastructure”.  

Therefore, RNZ suggests the 
following amendments:  

To manage any adverse effects 
created by new network utilities and 
Regionally Significant Infrastructure 
by: 

1. Allowing adverse effects 
that have been avoided 
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remedied and mitigated to 
the extent that they are no 
more than minor; and 

2. Ensuring damage to or loss 
of the relationship of iwi 
with ancestral sites, sites 
of significance, wāhi tapu, 
customary activities and or 
taonga is avoided or other 
agreed to by the affected 
iwi or hapu. 

SD – P17 – Adverse Effects of 
Existing Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure 

To manage adverse effects from the operation, 
maintenance and upgrading of existing network 
utilities and Regionally Significant Infrastructure 
by: 

1. Allowing adverse effects that are not 
significant while the maintenance or 
upgrading is being undertaken. 

2. Requiring that any permanent adverse 
effects are the same or similar to the 
adverse effects that existed before the 
maintenance or upgrading was undertaken.  

Support with 
amendment  

RNZ submits that the policy, as 
currently drafted, suggests that all 
infrastructure have adverse effects, 
which is not the case.  RNZ also 
repeats its comments from SD – 
O22, above, about the lack of 
definition of “regionally significant 
infrastructure”.  

Therefore, RNZ suggests the 
following amendments:  

To manage any adverse effects from 
the operation, maintenance and 
upgrading of existing network 
utilities and Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure by: 
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1. Allowing adverse effects that 
are not significant while the 
maintenance or upgrading is 
being undertaken. 

2. Requiring that any permanent 
adverse effects from 
maintenance or upgrading 
are the same or similar to the 
adverse effects that existed 
before the maintenance or 
upgrading was undertaken. 

SD – P35 – Rural Production 
Zone 

To identify areas as Rural Production Zone to 
provide for, the protection of productive rural land 
resources to enable a diverse range of rural 
production activities, activities that support rural 
production activities and rural communities; and 
to maintain biodiversity and rural character where: 

1. There is a prevalence of: 

a. Existing production land use. 

b. Significant ecological and 
biodiversity values, such as 
indigenous bush and wetlands. 

Support with 
amendment  

RNZ’s Otaika transmitter is in the 
Rural Production Zone.  It is 
important that network infrastructure 
is recognised and provided for in the 
Rural Production Zone.  

RNZ suggests the following 
amendment: 

To identify areas as Rural Production 
Zone to provide for, the protection of 
productive rural land resources to 
enable a diverse range of rural 
production activities, activities that 
support rural production activities 
and rural communities (including 
network utility operator 
infrastructure); and to maintain 
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2. Larger land parcels are prevalent and the 
area is not compromised by significant 
clusters of rural living built environment. 

3. An area is not: 

a. Located on the fringe of Whangarei 
City between the urban and rural 
environments. 

b. Suitable to provide for the future 
reticulated expansion of the 
Whangarei City Residential Zones. 

c. The criteria for the Rural Urban 
Expansion Zone and the Rural 
Living Zone are not met.  

biodiversity and rural character 
where: 

1. There is a prevalence of: 

a. Existing production 
land use. 

b. Significant ecological 
and biodiversity 
values, such as 
indigenous bush and 
wetlands. 

2. Larger land parcels are 
prevalent and the area is not 
compromised by significant 
clusters of rural living built 
environment. 

3. An area is not: 

a. Located on the fringe 
of Whangarei City 
between the urban 
and rural 
environments. 

b. Suitable to provide for 
the future reticulated 
expansion of the 
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Whangarei City 
Residential Zones. 

c. The criteria for the 
Rural Urban 
Expansion Zone and 
the Rural Living Zone 
are not met. 
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To:    Policy Department – Attention: Policy and Monitoring Department 

Whangarei District Council 

Private Bag 9023 

Whangarei 0148 

Email: mailroom@wdc.govt.nz 

RE: Submission on Plan Change 88, 88E, 88I, 144 & 148, Proposed Planning Map 66, and 

the consequential amendments to the District Plan text 

1. Details of person(s) making submission

Homeworld

Ref: 15599

C/- Reyburn and Bryant

Attention: Joseph Henehan

PO Box 191

WHANGAREI

2. General statement

Homeworld cannot gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission.

They are directly affected by the plan changes. The effects are not related to trade

competition.

3. Background and context

Description of land to which this submission relates

This submission relates to three certificates of title, two of which are owned by B and

J Trass and M Skudder, and one of which is owned by I and N Begbie (the ‘subject

land’). The titles are located adjacent to State Highway 1, Kauika Road West, and

Maunu Road are listed in Table 1, and are identified in Figure 1 below.

Table 1: Site details

Title 

reference 

Legal description Owner 

NA56/837 Section 28 Blk XII Purua SD B and J Trass and M Skudder 

NA54D/1254 Pt Lot 8 DP 1827 and Pt Kirikiri 4 B and J Trass and M Skudder 

NA09D/315 Lot 5 DP 178081 I and N Begbie 

Submission #244
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Figure 1: Site location (Source: WDC GIS) 

The three titles subject to this submission contain existing commercial or 

accommodation activities. NA56/837 and NA54D/1254 contain the Homeworld offices 

and show homes and NA09D/315 contains the Casa Blanca Motel.  

Operative Whangarei District Plan zoning 

The subject land is zoned Living 1 Environment under the Operative Whangarei 

District Plan (WDP).  

Proposed Whangarei District Plan Zoning  

Whangarei District Council (WDC) propose to rezone the subject land to High Density 

Residential (HDR) under PC88I. The zoning arrangement is shown on Proposed 

Planning Map 66, a copy of which is enclosed in Attachment 1.  

Surrounding environment  

The surrounding environment is mixed in terms of the zoning and land use activities. 

The land to the east and west of the site is predominantly residential. Existing 

commercial businesses adjoin the site to the south. WDC have recognised these 

existing businesses and have rezoned this land ‘Local Commercial Zone’ under 

PC88E.  
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4. The specific provisions of the Plan Changes that this submission relates to are: 

All the plan changes, but particularly: 

 Plan Change 88 (Urban Plan Changes Technical Introduction) 

 Plan Change 88E (Local Commercial Zone) 

 Plan Change 88I (Living Zones) 

 Plan Change 148 (Strategic Direction and Subdivision) 

 Proposed Planning Map 66 

The submission also relates to the consequential amendments to the Operative 

District Plan text, including the definitions. 

Homeworld oppose the plan changes in part. 

5. Homeworld seek the following amendments/relief: 

1. To include the subject titles in the Local Commercial Zone as indicated on the plan 

in Attachment 2, rather than HDR as shown on the Proposed Planning Map 66. 

2. Relief from compliance with provisions in Plan Changes 82A, 82B, 88, 88A-J, 109, 

115, 136, 147, 148 where those provisions are inconsistent with the outcomes sought 

for the land subject to this submission. 

6. The reasons for making the submission on the plan changes are as follows: 

1. The Local Commercial Zone will better reflect the nature of the existing activities 

on the sites (being the Homeworld offices and show homes and the Casa Blanca 

Motel).  

2. The land is contiguous with other land being rezoned Local Commercial Zone 

(along Maunu Road).   

3. The land is not subject to any hazards that will affect land development 

opportunities. 

4. The land is not located within 500m of the City Centre Zone and does not affect 

the viability of the City Centre Zone.  

5. The proposed Local Commercial Zone (the subject land plus the existing Local 

Commercial Zone land along Maunu Road) will not occupy a total contiguous 

land area exceeding 6ha. This commercial area will occupy a contiguous area of 

only 2.99ha (approx.).  

6. The requested relief represents the most effective and efficient use of the land 

having considered the requirements of s32 of the RMA.  
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7. The requested relief best achieves sustainable management under Part 2 of the 

RMA. 

7. Homeworld wish the Whangarei District Council’s decision to address the above 

issues by: 

1. Amend proposed Planning Map 66 by rezoning the subject land as Local 

Commercial Zone rather than HDR as indicated in the plan attached at 

Attachment 2.   

2. Any other relief necessary to achieve the outcomes sought by this submission.  

8. Homeworld wish to be heard in support of their submission at a hearing if one is 

held. 

 

 

 

 

_____________________ 

Joseph Henehan   

Planning Consultant  

 

On behalf of Homeworld 

 

Dated this 3rd day of July 2019   
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PLAN CHANGE MAPS 66
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SUBMISSION PLAN
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Submission on a change proposed to the district Plan 
Full Name:   Jan Boyes, 2397 Whangarei Heads Rd, RD4, Whangarei 0174 

Telephone: 09 434 0895 

Email: boyesjan@gmail.com 

I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. 

My submission is :  

1. PC 115 Open Spaces:
It is interesting to note that Whangarei Heads and Parua Bay have had little spent on new

reserves.  We need public space that is not directly onto the beaches.

 I, and I am sure, the WHCA is happy to work with Council on ideas for future reserves, maybe 

planning for some when existing owners decide to vacate them. 

2. PC 109 transportation
3.

TRA-P3  Part 1. States there should be sufficient capacity within the transport network to 

cater for any changes.  

Part 2. Upgrades and/or extensions to the transport network which impact a new 

subdivision or development should be done at the cost of the subdivider or 

developer.  

Can Council  please make sure that transport infrastructure is in place before any 

big increase in subdivision is allowed, and costs should be on the council AND any 

development of 10 or more houses. 

Private Access requirements in Table TRA 9 requiring interior roads within a subdivision 

to have minimum widths.  

Can Council please be very aware subdivision down here should have a very open 

aspect to fit in with the community values and ambience. 

TRA-R7 requirements for on-Site manoeuvring, for only forward access onto Whangarei 

Heads Road, and  in particular requirement 1.a access to Whangarei Heads Road should 

have a minimum of 120 m sight line in a 50 km/hr zone – as per table TRA-8. These are 

important to us. 

Can Council please keep safety on Whangarei Heads Road in the forefront of any 

possible changes 

Submission #245



 

4. PC148 – STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND SUBDIVISION 
SD-01 to SD-08, SD-P3, SD-P7 and SD-P18 

I support the objectives and policies in this plan change include identifying and 

protecting biodiversity, outstanding landscapes and features, natural character of the 

coastal environment, heritage features and sites of significance to Maori from 

inappropriate subdivision and development.  

I want to feel the WDC is trying to live up to these ideals and to protect all these 

things. Changes over the last few years seem to want to make this area too different, 

too fast, especially in the subdivision area. For example  the recent PC85C (RVRE 

rezoning providing for high density housing down to 500 m2 lot minimums) as being 

completely alien to preserving these characteristics and values...  I also want Council 

to reconsider moving this figure to 450m2 in the city. Give stand-alone housing some 

space! 

 

5. PC 136 THREE WATERS 
I have been told the Whangarei Heads area storm water enters the sewage system, 

causing it to exceed capacity in adverse weather events.  

I want the WDC to fix this system of course, and ensure every house close to this 

system has to be connected, not just new ones.  BUT until this issue is corrected, there 

should be NO increase in residential development 

General comments. I would like see the WDC put lots of these plan changes through 

the Government’s Wellbeing tests. Does squeezing the minimum size of a stand alone 

house from 500m2 to 450m2 (only in the city, so far) help anyone except a developer 

getting one or two more sections in a block? Is growth really a thing to be pushed? e.g. 

growth of population puts pressure on roads and other infrastructure, growth of an 

industry like forestry just wrecks our roads. Lots of these changes are because of 

Auckland’s planning/immigration/selling-houses-to-anyone problem. A Government 

issue, not solved by re-zoning beautiful vulnerable hillsides into RVRE subdivisions. 

Thank you, 

Jan Boyes 

 

I w ish to be heard in support of my submission - Yes  

 

 

 

 



From: MERV WILLIAMS
To: Mail Room
Subject: Plan Change Submission
Date: Wednesday, 3 July 2019 3:36:36 PM

Please find below my submission:

Submission to Whangarei District Council

Plan Change 88

City Centre Zone

This submission contends that the permitted activities in this plan change are too restrictive
and will disencourage development. The area covered by the City Centre Zone is large and
is crying out for development. By restrictive conditions most applications will be
discretionary and thereby require a Resource Consent. It seems to be the attitude of
Council that this is to be encouraged , however this only increases the upfront cost of any
project and will discourage much investment.

We are aware of at least one architect in the city who will not any project that is not
permitted under the District Plan.

The restrictive nature of the permitted activities also disencourages variety in streetscape
and verstility in the type of enterprise undertaken.

CC-R2

The minimum height is 3 stories. This is ridiculous as history will tell us.

CC-R4

The setbacks are too tight and leave no room for variety of streetscape. The need for the
building to participate in the street environment is agreed but the proposed rules leave no
room for variety to enhance to the front of the building, indeed many of the existing
buildings within the zone would not be permitted.

CC-R6

The conditions on Building Frontages are too restrictive and contain only arbitrary
measures without justification.

CC-R11

The minimum size for residential units is too large. They are above the sizes available

Submission #246
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from builders for free standing homes of same number of bedrooms. 1 Bedroom should be
no more than 35m2, 2 Bedroom 45m2 and 3 bedroom 60m2.

CC-R12 / 13

Proposed maximum net floor area is 600m2, Why have this. Do you want to discourage
any substantial development in the City Centre?

We wish to be heard in support of this submission

Submitter

Mervyn Rhys Williams

on behalf of Body corporate 196616

info@strandonline.co.nz

021687548

PO Box 1797

Whangarei 0140

mailto:info@strandonline.co.nz
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FORM 5 

SUBMISSION BY TRANSPOWER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED 

ON WHANGAREI DISTRICT PROPOSED CHANGES 109, 82A, 147 AND 148 

UNDER CLAUSE 6 OF THE FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991 

 

To:    DISTRICT PLAN DEPARTMENT 

Whangarei District Council 
By email: mailroom@wdc.govt.nz 

Name of Submitter:  

Transpower New Zealand Ltd  

Address for Service and Correspondence 

Attn: Rebecca Eng 
PO Box 17215 
Greenlane, Auckland 1546 
Email: environment.policy@transpower.co.nz 
Ph: 04 901 4290 

This is a submission on the Whangarei District Plan Proposed Plan Changes 109, 82A, 147 and 148 

Transpower could not gain advantage in trade competition through this submission 

The specific provisions of the proposed plan that the submission relates to are:  

Refer attached submission that outlines the specific provisions, reasons and decisions sought. 

Transpower seeks the following decision from the local authority: 

Amend Proposed Plan Changes 109, 147 and 148, and retain Proposed Plan Change 82A, as detailed 
in the attached submission, including such further, alternative or consequential relief as may be 
necessary to fully achieve the relief sought in this submission. 

Transpower NZ Ltd wishes to be heard in support of its submission. 

Due to the specific interests of Transport, and particularly the national significance of the National 
Grid, Transpower will not consider presenting a joint case. 

 

Signature of person authorised to sign on behalf of 
Transpower New Zealand Limited 

Date: 3 July 2019  
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SUBMISSION BY TRANSPOWER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED ON THE WHANGAREI DISTRICT PLAN 
PROPOSED CHANGES 109, 82A, 147 AND 148 

Overview 

The following provides specific submission points from Transpower New Zealand Limited (“Transpower”) on 
the Whangarei District Plan Proposed Changes 109, 82A, 147 and 148 (“proposed plan changes”).  

Introduction to Transpower 

Transpower is the state-owned enterprise that plans, builds, maintains and operates New Zealand’s National 
Grid, the high voltage transmission network for the country. The National Grid links generators directly to 
distribution companies and major industrial users, feeding electricity to the local networks that distribute 
electricity to homes and businesses. The National Grid comprises towers, poles, lines, cables, substations, a 
telecommunications network and other ancillary equipment stretching and connecting the length and breadth 
of the country from Kaikohe in the North Island down to Tiwai in the South Island, with two national control 
centres (in Hamilton and Wellington).  

The National Grid includes approximately 12,000 kilometres of transmission lines and cables and 166 
substations, supported by a telecommunications network of some 300 telecommunication sites, which help 
link together the components that make up the National Grid.  

Transpower’s role and function is determined by the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986, the company’s 
Statement of Corporate Intent, and the regulatory framework within which it operates. Transpower does not 
generate electricity, nor does it have any retail functions. 

Transpower’s Statement of Corporate Intent for July 2017 to July 2020, states that: 

Transpower is central to the New Zealand electricity industry, connecting New Zealanders to their 
power system through safe, smart solutions for today and tomorrow. Our principal commercial 
activities are: 

-  As grid owner, to reliably and efficiently transport electricity from generators to distributors and 
large users.  

-  As system operator, to operate a competitive electricity market and deliver a secure power 
system 

In line with these objectives, Transpower needs to efficiently maintain and develop the network to meet 
increasing demand, to connect new generation, and to seek security of supply, thereby contributing to New 
Zealand’s economic and social aspirations.  It must be emphasised that the National Grid is an ever-
developing system, responding to changing supply and demand patterns, growth, reliability and security 
needs. A key part of this is connecting new renewable energy generation to the National Grid – Transpower 
expects demand for electricity to increase over time as New Zealand transitions to a zero carbon economy, 
and Transpower is uniquely placed to help enable that transition. Transpower therefore has a significant 
interest in contributing to the process of developing an effective, workable and efficient District Plan where it 
may affect the National Grid, including possible future changes. 

Whangarei District Transmission Assets 

Transpower has a number of overhead transmission line, substation and telecommunications assets within 
the Whangarei District, all of which are mapped in the operative Whangarei District Plan maps and enclosed 
as Attachment 2. They are: 

• Henderson – Maungatapere A (HEN-MPE A) 110kV double circuit transmission line on towers;  
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• Henderson – Marsden A (HEN-MDN A) 220kV double circuit transmission line on towers; and 
• Marsden – Maungatapere A (MDN-MPE A) 110kV double circuit transmission line on towers.  

In addition, Transpower operates substations at Maungatapere, Bream Bay and an outdoor switchyard at 
Marsden. 

Statutory Framework 

National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 

The National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission (NPSET) was gazetted on 13 March 2008. The 
NPSET confirms the national significance of the National Grid and establishes national policy direction to 
ensure decision-makers under the RMA duly recognise the benefits of transmission, manage the effects of 
the National Grid and appropriately manage the adverse effects of activities and development close to the 
Grid. The NPSET only applies to the National Grid – the assets used or operated by Transpower – and not 
to electricity generation or distribution networks.  

The NPSET sets a clear directive to councils on how to provide for National Grid resources (including future 
activities) when drafting all their plans. Thus, district councils must work through how to make appropriate 
provision for nationally and regionally significant infrastructure in their district plans. 

The one objective of the NPSET is as follows: 

To recognise the national significance of the electricity transmission network by facilitating the 
operation, maintenance and upgrade of the existing transmission network and the establishment of 
new transmission resources to meet the needs of present and future generations, while: 

a. Managing the adverse environmental effects of the network; and 

b. Managing the adverse effects of other activities on the network. 

It is therefore a requirement that local policy reflects national direction and that the local policy is effective in 
helping support the integrated management of natural and physical resources within the district. Transpower 
was a submitter on a number of plan changes as part of the sectional Whangarei District Plan review 
including Plan Change 123A (Network Utilities), 87 (Coastal Area) and 114 (Landscapes). The now 
Operative Whangarei District Plan gives effect to the NPSET. Transpower’s interest in the proposed plan 
changes is (among other considerations) to ensure this remains the case. 

Resource Management (National Environmental Standard for Electricity Transmission Activities) Regulations 
2009 

The Resource Management (National Environmental Standard for Electricity Transmission Activities) 
Regulations 2009 (“NESETA”) came into effect on 14 January 2010, providing a national framework of 
permissions and consent requirements for the operation, maintenance and upgrading of National Grid lines 
existing at 14 January 2010: it does not apply to substations or electricity distribution lines, nor does it apply 
to the construction of new transmission lines (which are typically designated). 

Activities covered by the NESETA are activities relating to the operation, maintenance, upgrading, relocation 
or removal of an existing transmission line, including: 

• a construction activity 
• use of land or occupation of the coastal marine area 
• activities relating to an access track to an existing transmission line 
• undergrounding an existing transmission line. 
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Under Section 44A of the RMA, local authorities are required to ensure there are no duplications or conflicts 
between the provisions of the NESETA and a proposed plan. The NESETA regulates how Transpower’s 
existing lines in the District are developed and maintained, rather than the District Plan rules. Among other 
matters as referenced above, Transpower’s interest in the proposed plan changes is to ensure that no new 
duplications or conflicts between the District Plan and the NESETA are introduced. 

Transpower’s Submission 

Transpower generally supports many of the provisions included in the proposed plan changes. 
Notwithstanding this general support, Transpower’s detailed submission points (as follows) identifies areas 
where provisions need to be amended or added in order to ensure the District Plan gives effect to the 
NPSET and meets the requirements of section 32 of the RMA. In this regard, it is noted that the Section 32 
Evaluation Report does not, at paragraph 97, demonstrate that consideration has been given to the 
appropriateness of the provisions in respect of the NPSET (as a higher order document). 

Transpower’s submission generally: 

• seeks an exemption for the National Grid from car and bicycle parking facilities (plan change 109); 
• supports the rule that provides for official signs as a permitted activity (plan change 82A); 
• seeks the inclusion of a cross reference in the earthworks rules to the provisions that manage 

earthworks in the National Grid corridor (plan change 147); 
• seeks greater clarity in respect of the role of the Strategic Directions provisions and amendments 

necessary to ensure that these provisions do not ‘water down’, limit or contradict other provisions 
that give effect to the NPSET (plan change 148); 

• seeks limited amendments and additions to the Strategic Directions provisions to better give effect to 
the RPS and NPSET (plan change 148); 

• seeks clarification in respect of the use of ‘network utilities’, ‘regionally significant industries’, and 
‘regionally significant infrastructure’ in the Strategic Directions chapter (plan change 148); 

• seeks the inclusion of a new policy in respect of the protection of regionally significant infrastructure; 
and 

• seeks the inclusion of a cross reference in the subdivision rules to the provisions that manage 
subdivision in the vicinity of the National Grid (plan change 148). 

Specific Submission Points 

Transpower position is set out in further detail in Attachment 1. 
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Attachment 1: Relief Sought 

Specific Plan 
Provision  

Support/ 
Oppose 

Reasons for Submission  Relief Sought 
(amendments to the provisions are shown in red) 

Plan Change 109 – Transport 

Transport (TRA) – 
Appendix 1A. 
Minimum On-site 
Car and Bicycle 
Parking 
Requirements 

Oppose Transpower opposes Appendix 1A to the extent that it is not clear whether 
car and bicycle provisions would apply to any new National Grid 
infrastructure specifically, or network utilities more generally. Transpower 
considers that, on the basis that such facilities are ‘unmanned’ and 
generally do not generate demand for car or bicycle parking facilities, a 
specific exemption should be included in the Appendix. 

Amend Appendix 1A to clearly state that the National Grid is 
not subject to the requirements of Appendix 1A. 

Plan Change 82A - Signs 

Signs (SI) Rules 
SI-R13 Any 
Official Sign 

Support Transpower supports SI-R13 on the assumption that the rule relies on the 
National Planning Standards definition of ‘official sign’ and therefore 
because the rule appropriately provides for signs that are required by 
statute, regulation or are for safety purposes and this would include signs 
that protect people from electrical hazards associated with the National 
Grid (in situations where the NESETA would not prevail over the plan 
provisions). 

Retain SI-R13 as notified. 

Plan Change 147 - Earthworks 

Earthworks zone 
(EARTH) 
‘Overview’ 

Support in part Transpower supports the overview wording that alerts plan users to 
Regional Plan provisions that might regulate earthworks in addition to this 
District Plan chapter. Earthworks in the National Grid corridor are regulated 
in District Plan Chapter NTW. For the benefit of plan users, Transpower 
requests that this is made clear in the ‘Overview’. 

Amend the third paragraph of the ‘Overview’ as follows:  
“The Earthworks chapter manages earthworks associated with 
subdivision to ensure that sites are suitable for development 
and hazards are managed. In addition to the District Plan, 
including where earthworks are proposed in the National Grid 
Corridor (see Chapter NTW), consent may also be required for 
earthworks under the Regional Plan.” 

Plan Change 148 – Strategic Direction and Subdivision 

Strategic 
Directions (SD) – 
Whole Chapter 

Oppose Transpower opposes the Strategic Directions chapter in its entirety to the 
extent that the role of the chapter, and therefore the impact or influence of 
the provisions, is not clear. 
Transpower considers that the proposed provisions, and accompanying 
Section 32 Evaluation Report, make a range of statements in respect of the 
role of the Strategic Directions chapter that are potentially unclear, 
incomplete or contradictory. For instance, the Section 32 Evaluation Report 
states that: 

Amend the Strategic Directions chapter to clearly articulate 
the role of the provisions in a manner that does not ‘write 
down’, limit or contradict the provisions in other parts of the 
plan that give effect to the NPSET. 
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Specific Plan 
Provision  

Support/ 
Oppose 

Reasons for Submission  Relief Sought 
(amendments to the provisions are shown in red) 

• the Strategic Directions Chapter contains high level objectives to guide 
strategic decisions that will manage growth;1 

• the provisions in the Strategic Directions Chapter should be read in 
addition to other objectives and policies of the plan;2 and 

• PC148 seeks to introduce objectives and policies that will guide 
decision making on all applications for discretionary or non-complying 
resource consents, as well as private plan change requests.3 

Further, the ‘Overview’ section of the Chapter states that: 
• “The chapter contains overarching objectives and policies that will 

guide decision making at a strategic level in relation to urban and rural 
development, the management of open space and regionally 
significant industries.” 

• “The following Objectives and Policies apply when changing and 
implementing the District Plan. They should be read in addition to the 
objectives and policies in the relevant zone, as well as District wide 
provisions that apply.” 

The various purposes of the Chapter (set out above) give rise to the 
following questions: 
• Being ‘high level objectives’, is it intended that when considering an 

application for resource consent in the future the Strategic Directions 
provisions will be afforded greater weight? This could particularly be 
the case where friction between the outcomes sought in various 
provisions must be resolved. In such circumstances a Strategic 
Directions objective to ‘protect’ or ‘avoid’ would have the potential to 
‘trump’ other ‘lower level’ objectives.  

• Alternatively, do the Strategic Directions provisions have equal weight 
when “read in addition to” other provisions?4 

• Are the provisions to be read in addition to all other provisions, or only 
the zone and district wide provisions (but not those that apply to 
resource areas)? 

• Does the Chapter only apply in certain circumstances? For instance, 
for the management of growth only (as suggested by the Section 32 
Evaluation report), or urban and rural development, the management 
of open space and regionally significant industries (as suggested by 

                                                      
1 Paragraph 89. 
2 Paragraph 91. 
3 Paragraph 93. 
4  
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Specific Plan 
Provision  

Support/ 
Oppose 

Reasons for Submission  Relief Sought 
(amendments to the provisions are shown in red) 

the ‘Overview’)? While these statements appear to confine the role of 
the Chapter, the provisions themselves have greater breadth (for 
example, SD-P16 addresses the effects of network utilities). 

• Do the Strategic Directions provisions only apply to certain resource 
consents and private plan changes? Should they apply to all plan 
changes (particularly to lower order provisions?) and also notices of 
requirement for designations? 

Given the timing of the development of this Chapter, Transpower 
understands that the role of the Chapter cannot be that its provisions are 
implemented and expanded on by the lower-level provisions, such that 
recourse to the higher-level provisions is only necessary where further 
guidance in an evaluative exercise is needed.  
In order to continue to give effect to the NPSET it is essential that the role 
the Strategic Directions provisions play is clearly understood and 
articulated in the proposed plan change provisions and that, in doing so, 
does not have the effect of ‘writing-down’ or contradicting provisions that 
relate to the National Grid and give effect to the NPSET. 

Strategic 
Directions (SD) – 
Overview 

Oppose In addition to the matters set out in relation to the Chapter as a whole, 
Transpower considers that the Overview is not entirely clear in respect of 
the matters that are addressed in subsequent provisions. For instance, it is 
not clear or does not reflect: 
• what is meant by ‘regionally significant industries’, and whether this 

might include the National Grid or is related to regionally significant 
infrastructure; 

• whether the provisions are intended to address the development and 
maintenance of all network utilities and infrastructure or only regionally 
significant infrastructure; 

• the provisions that are intended to address the protection of regionally 
significant infrastructure; 

• what is considered to be regionally significant infrastructure and 
whether the plan is relying on the list included in Appendix 3 of the 
RPS to give effect to Policy 5.3.1 of the RPS. 

Amend the proposed plan change to clarify what is meant by 
‘regionally significant industries’ and ‘regionally significant 
infrastructure’ through the inclusion of new definition/s. 
Amend the overview as follows: 
“… The chapter contains overarching objectives and policies 
that will guide decision making at a strategic level in relation to 
urban and rural development, the management of open space, 
regionally significant infrastructure and regionally significant 
industries. … 
Significant issues for the District that are addressed by the 
plan include the following: 
… 
• The protection of, and the efficient development, operation 

and maintenance of infrastructure.” 

Objectives – 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure SD-
O22 – 

Oppose Transpower opposes this Objective because it may suggest that identifying 
and protecting Regionally Significant Infrastructure is all that is needed to 
recognise its benefit. Further, the Objective is expressed as a policy to 
achieve an outcome, rather than as an outcome (and therefore an 
objective). 

Amend SD-O22 by splitting into two separate objectives as 
follows: 

Objectives – Regionally Significant Infrastructure 
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Specific Plan 
Provision  

Support/ 
Oppose 

Reasons for Submission  Relief Sought 
(amendments to the provisions are shown in red) 

Recognised 
Benefits 

Expressed in this way, the Objective does not fully give effect to Policy 
5.3.2 of the RPS (or ‘reflect’ as suggested by the Section 32 Evaluation 
Report) or the Objective of the NPSET.  
It is considered that the concept of identification and protection, and the 
concept of benefits may better be addressed in separate objectives. 

SD-O22 – 
Recognised 
Benefits 

Identify and protect Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure is identified and protected and 
recognise the benefits it provides.  

SD-OXX The benefits of Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure are recognised and provided 
for. 

 

Objectives – 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure SD-
O23 – Adverse 
Effects 

Support Subject to Transpower’s submission in relation to the role of the Strategic 
Directions chapter, Transpower generally supports SD-O23 to the extent 
that the Objective generically gives effect to Policy 5.3.3 of the RPS. 

Retain SD-O23 as notified. 

Policies – 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure SD-
P15 – Benefits of 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 

Oppose Transpower opposes this Policy because the qualifier in respect of adverse 
effects is not necessary or appropriate given that the management of 
effects is addressed in subsequent policies SD-P16 and SD-P17. 
Transpower also considers that this Policy is inappropriately confined to 
existing infrastructure and notes that benefits also accrue from the 
development of new infrastructure.  
Further, insofar as the Policy relates to the National Grid, the Objective of 
the NPSET requires that the benefits of the National Grid are recognised 
and provided for rather than only having regard to, without qualification in 
respect of effects and without being confined to existing infrastructure only.  
Transpower therefore seeks amendments to this policy to better ‘reflect’ 
Policy 5.3.2 of the RPS (that is also not confined to existing infrastructure) 
and to give effect to the NPSET. 

Amend SD-P15 as follows: 
“To have regard to recognise and provide for the social, 
economic and cultural benefits of Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure by enabling the ongoing operation, 
maintenance, and upgrading and development of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure where adverse effects can be 
avoided, remedied or mitigated.” 

Policies – 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure SD-
P16 - Adverse 
Effects of New 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 

Support Subject to Transpower’s submission in relation to the role of the Strategic 
Directions chapter, Transpower generally supports SD-P16 to the extent 
that the policy is generally consistent with Policy 5.3.3 of the RPS and 
achieves Objective SD-O23. That said, Transpower notes that these higher 
order provisions do not address network utilities whereas SD-P16 does. 
This is not addressed in the Section 32 Evaluation Report. Transpower 
therefore seeks further clarification in respect of the rationale for the 
inclusion of network utilities in SD-P16.  

Clarify the rationale for including network utilities in SD-P16. 

Policies – 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure SD-

Support Subject to Transpower’s submission in relation to the role of the Strategic 
Directions chapter, Transpower generally supports SD-P17 to the extent 
that the policy is generally consistent with Policy 5.3.3 of the RPS and 
achieves Objective SD-O23. That said, Transpower notes that these higher 

Clarify the rationale for including network utilities in SD-P17. 
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Specific Plan 
Provision  

Support/ 
Oppose 

Reasons for Submission  Relief Sought 
(amendments to the provisions are shown in red) 

P17 - Adverse 
Effects of Existing 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 

order provisions do not address network utilities whereas SD-P17 does. 
This is not addressed in the Section 32 Evaluation Report. Transpower 
therefore seeks further clarification in respect of the rationale for the 
inclusion of network utilities in SD-P17.  

Policies – 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure SD-
PXX - Adverse 
Effects on New 
Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 

Oppose Transpower opposes the Policies that relate to Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure to the extent that the polices do not to achieve Objective SD-
O22 in respect of the protection of Regionally Significant Infrastructure. 

Amend the Policies for Regionally Significant Infrastructure by 
providing a new policy that sets out how such infrastructure is 
to be protected as required by SD-O22. 

Policies – Zoning 
SD-P18 – 
Resource Areas 

Oppose On the basis that the role of the Strategic Directions provision is not clear 
(for the reasons set out earlier), Transpower opposes SD-P18 because it 
could be understood to be a higher order provision that carries greater 
weight than those in, for instance NTW.1.2 and NTW.1.3, such that the 
areas referred to in this Policy are afforded absolute protection. 

Amend the Strategic Directions chapter to clearly articulate 
the role of the provisions in a manner that does not ‘write 
down’, limit or contradict the provisions in other parts of the 
plan that give effect to the NPSET. 

Subdivision (SUB) 
Rules SUB-R1 

Support in part Transpower does not oppose the proposed subdivision provisions but, for 
the benefit of plan users, seeks that clear reference is made to the rules 
that regulate subdivision in the vicinity of the National Grid. 

Amend the first clause of SUB-R1 as follows: 
“Shall comply with all relevant Overlay, Resource Area and 
district wide subdivision and land use rules, including Rule 
NTW.3.1 when within 32m of the centreline of the National 
Grid.” 
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Attachment 2: Transpower Assets in the Whangarei District  
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Tai Tokerau Campus, Whangarei 

Submission on Urban & Services Plan Changes 

Submitter Full name: The University of Auckland (‘the University’) 
Attn: Tim Sinclair – Manager Space & Property 

Address for Service: Barker & Associates  
PO Box 37, Whangarei 0140 
Attention: David Badham  

Mobile: 021 203 1034 

Email:  davidb@barker.co.nz 

Submission Information: 

The University of Auckland (‘the University’) could not gain an advantage in trade 
competition through this submission.  

The specific provisions of the Plan Changes that the University’s submission relates to are 
attached. 

The University supports/seeks amendment to the specific provisions as listed in the 
attached document. The reasons are provided in the attached document.  

The decisions that the University wishes Council to make to ensure the issues raised by 
the University are dealt with are also contained in the attached document. 

The University wishes to be heard in support of this submission. 

If others make a similar submission, the University will consider presenting a joint case 
with them at a Hearing. 

Colleen Seth  
Acting Director Property Services 
The University of Auckland  

Submission #248
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1.0 Introduction 

The University of Auckland (‘the University’) welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission on 

the Urban and Services Plan Change package as notified by the Whangarei District Council (‘WDC’) on 

8 May 2019.   

The University is New Zealand’s largest and most highly ranked university, with over 33,000 students 

and more than 5,500 staff. The University manages, maintains and develops its property holdings with 

reference to a long-term strategic plan – The University of Auckland Strategic Plan 2013-2020. This 

strategic plan includes objectives which are designed to address the changing demands of the tertiary 

education sector, which require the efficient use of buildings and the ability to make necessary 

changes to buildings, structures and campus layouts over time to respond to new technologies and 

teaching practices. 

The University carries out its activities and has extensive property holdings throughout the wider 

Auckland region, as well as in Whangarei. Having been in operation for over 25 years, the Tai Tokerau 

Campus (‘the Campus’) provides a range of tertiary programmes in education and teaching for those 

living in Northland. From 2019 onwards, development plans will see the current Faculty of Education 

and Social Work continue to expand the range of programmes offered in Northland. On-site campus 

facilities currently comprise lecture and tutorial spaces, student common rooms, an Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) suite, and a branch of the faculty’s Sylvia Ashton-Warner Library − 

one of the most extensive teacher education libraries in New Zealand. 

The Campus is located at 13 Alexander Street, Whangarei, being Lot 1 DP 167621. The site is currently 

zoned Business 3 under the Operative Whangarei District Plan (‘ODP’) and is proposed to be rezoned 

Mixed Use Zone as notified in the proposed Urban & Services Plan Change package (‘U&S’). The 

Campus is also identified as regionally significant infrastructure within the Regional Policy Statement 

for Northland (‘RPS’).  
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Figure 1 – Aerial map showing the location of the Tai Tokerau Campus, located at 13 Alexander Street, Whangarei. 

2.0 General Feedback 

The University acknowledges and appreciates the work that WDC have put into developing the 

proposed Urban and Services Plan Change package.   

In terms of the notified provisions, the University generally supports the proposed rezoning of the 

Campus site to Mixed Use Zone (MU).  Overall, the University considers that the change of zoning to 

MU represents a largely positive change for the Tai Tokerau Campus.  

In a wider sense, the policy direction and rule framework of the proposed Mixed Use, Transport, and 

Strategic Direction Chapters are generally supported. However, it is noted that a number of the 

proposed provisions relating to commercial, food and beverage, and industrial activities impose 

relatively restrictive controls within an environment that seeks to accommodate a range of activities 

and promote economic growth. 

The University, as regionally significant infrastructure, has concerns that a small number of the 

proposed provisions may unnecessarily impede on any future plans to develop the existing Campus 

over the ten-year lifespan of the District Plan. 

The University has made a number of specific submission points as outlined within Section 3.0 to 

improve the Urban and Services Plan Change package, and to efficiently and effectively achieve the 

proposed objectives of the plan change package, and the purpose of the RMA.



 
 

3.0 Submission on the Proposed Urban and Services Plan Changes 

Submission 
Point 

Submission Topic 
Support/Oppose/Seek 

Amendment 
Comments/Reasons Relief Sought 

1  Definitions – 
Educational Facilities 

Support The University supports the proposed 
definition of educational facilities, 
including the classification of 
Educational Facilities as a subgroup of 
Community Activities. This provides 
clarity to plan users as to what is 
captured by the term and generally 
provides for operations provided within 
a typical tertiary education facility.  

Retain “Educational Facilities” definition as 
notified. 
 

2  Definitions – Industrial 
Activities 

Seek Amendment Research laboratories generate 
materially different effects from a 
number of other activities included 
within the proposed definition of 
Industrial Activities (panel-beating, 
trucking depots, automotive mechanics 
etc.). Without an alternative definition, 
research facilities are captured as 
General Industry activities, which afford 
a non-complying activity status within 
the MU zone.  
 
Research laboratories are commonly 
associated with universities, and if 
appropriately managed, are externally 
indiscernible from other aspects of the 
facility. Accordingly, the University 

1) Remove research facilities from the 
definition of “Industrial Activities”.  
 
2) Create a new definition for “Research 
Activities”. 
 
3) Make subsequent amendments to the 
rules of the MU Zone, including the 
imposition of a permitted activity status for 
Research Facilities. 
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considers that Research Facilities should 
be differentiated from Industrial 
Activities within the District Plan. 
Separating the two will provide an 
opportunity to impose a more 
appropriate activity status and 
consenting pathway for each activity. 

3  Definitions – 
Regionally Significant 

Infrastructure 

Support The University supports the inclusion of 
a Regionally Significant Infrastructure 
definition within the District Plan. This 
improves awareness of the planning 
implications relating to Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure located within 
the District.  

Retain “Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure” definition as notified. 
 

4  Mixed Use Zone (MU) Support The University supports the rezoning of 
the Tai Tokerau Campus site to MU.  
Overall, the University considers that 
this change of zoning is appropriate for 
the context of existing operations on 
the site and in the surrounding area, 
and represents a largely positive change 
for the Campus.   

Retain the MU zoning of the Campus site as 
notified.  

5  Mixed Use Zone  
Policy MU-P1 

Support Recognising that a medium to high scale 
of built development forms the 
character and amenity values of the MU 
Zone is both an accurate reflection of 
the Campus site and surrounding area, 
and is considered to result in a positive 
development outcome for the wider 
area. 

Retain Policy MU-P1 as notified. 

6  Mixed Use Zone  
Policy MU-P2 

Support The University supports the policy 
direction relating to enabling economic 
growth and employment opportunities 

Retain Policy MU-P2 as notified. 
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within the MU Zone. The promotion of 
the establishment of residential and 
small-scale commercial activities will 
provide for the continued growth and 
consolidation of the MU Zone. 

7  Mixed Use Zone  
Policy MU-P3 

Seek amendment 1) As above, the University is concerned 
with the inclusion of Research Facilities 
within the definition of Industrial 
Activities. Such directive policies around 
avoiding the establishment of these 
activities within the MU Zone1 is a 
stringent test for activities that are 
commonly associated with universities.  
 
2) The Campus and other large-scale, 
non-residential activities operating 
within the MU Zone are likely to 
generate high levels of vehicle traffic. 
As such, clarification is required around 
what business hours WDC considers 
‘normal’. 

1) Retain Policy MU-P3 as notified if the 
relief sought by submission point 2 is 
actioned. Alternatively, differentiate 
between industrial activities and research 
facilities within Policy MU-P3. 
 
2) Clarify what operating hours constitute 
‘normal business hours’ within the MU 
Zone, either by way of definition or rule. 

8  Mixed Use Zone 
Policy MU-P9 

Support The University considers that the use of 
development incentives will result in 
positive character and amenity and 
economic outcomes within the MU 
Zone. 

Retain Policy MU-P9 as notified. 

9  Mixed Use Zone 
Rules MU-R2 – R3 

Support The proposed maximum building 
height, including the bonus building 
height, will provide for the medium – 
high density scale of built development 
sought by the policy framework of the 

Retain Rule MU-R2 as notified. 

                                                           
1 Where external adverse effects cannot be mitigated. 
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MU Zone. The University considers this 
to be an improvement from the current 
operative building height controls for 
the Campus site and surrounding area. 

10  Mixed Use Zone 
Rule MU-R6 

Seek Amendment While it is acknowledged that active 
street frontages are a key outcome 
sought within the MU Zone, the 
proposed glazing requirements have 
the potential to be onerous and cost-
restrictive for large scale buildings, 
especially those located on rear sites 
and away from pedestrian and roading 
networks, such as that of the Tai 
Tokerau Campus. 

Amend Rule MU-R6 to limit 65% glazing 
requirements to buildings located on front 
sites. 
And/Or 
Specify a reduced glazing requirement for 
ground floor buildings located on rear sites. 

11  Mixed Use Zone 
Rule MU-R10 

Support The University supports the promotion 
of residential activities within the MU 
Zone, including the proposed density 
requirements, which supports 
University’s ability to provide student 
accommodation should future 
development of the Campus require 
such facilities.  

Retain Rule MU-R10 as notified. 

12  Mixed Use Zone 
Rule MU-R13 

Seek Amendment While the overall intent to limit the size 
and scale of general retail activities 
within the MU Zone is supported, the 
maximum net floor area requirements 
have the potential to result in 
unnecessary consenting requirements 
for small-scale commercial activities. 
The MU provisions seek to provide for 
these activities, specifically those 
located on the ground floor of large 
single use buildings, yet the maximum 

Delete the 250m2 – 600m2 range from Rule 
MU-R13, and replace with a single 
maximum permitted net floor area for 
General Retail activities.  
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floor area requirements are likely to 
hinder the establishment of small-scale 
commercial operations (smaller than 
250m2), such as book shops, stationery 
and IT stores, that are commonly found 
on university campuses. 

13  Mixed Use 
Rules MU-R14 – R19 

Support The permissive standards applying to 
these Community Activities within the 
MU Zone are supported by the 
University. The enablement of these 
activities will assist in achieving 
intended development outcomes and 
provide for the continued operation of 
current and future activities undertaken 
on the Campus site. 

Retain Rules MU-R14 – R19 as notified. 

14  Mixed use Zone 
Rule MU-R25 

Seek Amendment While the intent to preserve the 
viability of the central business areas is 
recognised, a blanket discretionary 
activity status places unnecessarily 
restrictive consenting requirements on 
small scale food and beverage activities, 
such as coffee shops, and specialist 
food outlets that are commonly 
associated with large, multi-use sites 
such as university campuses. The 
University considers that an appropriate 
balance can be struck between 
providing for such services in a 
controlled manner without requiring a 
discretionary consent to do so. 

Amend MU-25 relating to Food and 
Beverage Activities within the MU Zone to 
provide for small-scale operations as a 
permitted activity. 

15  Mixed Use Zone 
Rule MU-R31 

Seek amendment As above, the University is concerned 
with the inclusion of Research Facilities 
within the definition of Industrial 

Retain Rule MU-R31 as notified if the relief 
sought by submission point 2 is actioned. 
Alternatively, differentiate between 
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Activities. A non-complying activity 
status represents an unnecessarily 
onerous consenting requirement for the 
establishment of facilities that are 
commonly associated with universities. 

industrial activities and research facilities 
within the rules of the MU Zone. 

16  TRA – Appendix 1A 
Car parking 

requirements for 
Tertiary Facilities 

Support The University supports the reduced 
(from what is in the Operative Plan) car 
parking requirements for Tertiary 
Facilities. The University also considers 
that the carparking requirements are 
suitable for likely demand. 

Retain reduced car parking requirements 
for “Educational Facilities - Tertiary 
Facilities” in Appendix 1A of the TRA 
Chapter as notified. 

17  TRA – Appendix 1B 
and 1F 

Parking Exemption 
Areas 

Support The University supports the reduced car 
parking requirements for activities 
located within the Car Parking 
Exemption Area, including the inclusion 
of the Tai Tokerau Campus site within 
this area. The University considers this 
to be appropriate, given proximity to 
the city’s walking, cycling and public 
transport facilities. 

Retain parking exemption provisions of 
Appendix 1B and 1F of the TRA Chapter as 
notified. 

18  TRA – Appendix 1E 
Min on-site car parking 

reduction factors 

Support The University supports reducing 
reliance on the use of private vehicles, 
the intent to improve walkability, and 
the use of public transport within urban 
areas of the district.  

Retain minimum on-site car parking 
reduction factors in Appendix 1E of the TRA 
Chapter as notified. 

19  Strategic Direction 
Objectives SD-O22 –

O23 

Support The University supports the recognition 
of the importance of regionally 
significant infrastructure with regards to 
establishing the strategic direction for 
the urban environments of the district. 

Retain Objectives SD-O22 – O23 as notified. 

20  Strategic Direction 
Policy SD-P3 

Support Acknowledging the ability for 
engineered design to mitigate effects of 
development within hazard areas, the 

Retain Policy SD-P3 as notified. 
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University supports the provision for 
Regionally Significant Infrastructure to 
locate within hazard areas, provided a 
functional or operational need can be 
demonstrated for its location. 

21  Strategic Direction  
Policies SD-P15 and 

SD-P17 

Support As above, the University supports the 
recognition of the importance of 
regionally significant infrastructure 
within the policy framework of the 
strategic direction chapter. 

Retain Policies SD-P15 and P17 as notified. 
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Urban and Services Plan Changes to the Whangarei District Plan: 
Specific Submissions and Relief Sought | North Sawn Limited 
 

PC88G 

Provision Position Submission Relief Sought 

Zone Map 45Z Marsden Oppose NSL opposes the zoning of part of Lot 5 DP 
430702 and part of Lot 1 DP 350513 Light 
Industry because: 

 the Light Industry Zone is inconsistent with 
the current lawfully established activities on 
Lots 5 and 6 DP 430702 and Lot 1 DP 350513 

 the most appropriate zone for Lot 5 DP 
430702 and Lot 1 DP 350513 is Heavy 
Industry 

 the zone boundary does not follow the 
cadastral boundaries resulting in parts of Lot 
5 DP 430702 and Lot 1 DP 350513 being 
zoned Light Industry and the balance being 
zoned Heavy Industry 

That the parts of Lot 5 DP 430702 and Lot 1 DP 
350513 that are proposed to be zoned Light 
Industry be re-zoned Heavy Industry so that all of 
Lot 5 DP 403702 and Lot 1 DP 350513 are in the 
Heavy Industry Zone 

PC88H 

Provision Position Submission Relief Sought 

Zone Map 45Z Marsden Support NSL supports the zoning of part of Lot 5 DP 
403702, Lot 6 DP 403702, and part of Lot 1 DP 
350513 Heavy Industry because: 

 the Heavy Industry Zone is consistent with 
the current lawfully established activities on 
Lots 5 and 6 DP 403702 and Lot 1 DP 350513 

 it is the most appropriate zone for Lots 5 and 
6 DP 403702 and Lot 1 DP 350513 

That Lots 5 and 6 DP 403702 and Lot 1 DP 350513 
are zoned Heavy Industry 

HI-O1-HI-O5, HI-P1-HI-P7, 
HI-R1-HI-R31 

Support NSL supports the objectives, policies, and rules in 
the Heavy Industry Zone because: 

 they will support and facilitate the 
continuation of the current lawfully 

That the objectives, policies and rules in the 
Heavy Industry Zone are adopted 
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established on Lots 5 and 6 DP 403702 and 
Lot 1 DP 350513 and adjacent land 

 they are the most appropriate provisions to 
support heavy industry activities 

 they are the most appropriate provisions to 
achieve the statutory purpose of sustainable 
management 

PC148 

Provision Position Submission Relief Sought 

SUB-R9 and SUB-R10 Oppose NSL opposes rules SUB-R9 and SUB-R10 because: 

 both rules relate to the Light Industry Zone; 

 there is no equivalent subdivision rule for the 
Heavy Industry Zone 

That SUB-R10 be amended to apply to the Heavy 
Industry Zone or an alternative rule is adopted to 
appropriately provide for subdivision in the 
Heavy Industry Zone 
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5 VTL seeks that the Whangarei District Council allow the submission and grant the specific 
relief sought, as set out on the attached pages. 

6 Without derogating from the specific submission points attached, VTL generally supports the 
provisions in Proposed Plan Changes 82A – Signs, 82B – Lighting, and the consequential 
amendments to the Whangarei District Plan.  

7 VTL wishes to be heard in support of its submission. 

8 If others make a similar submission, VTL will consider presenting a joint case with them at a 
hearing. 
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Urban and Services Plan Changes to the Whangarei District Plan: 
Specific Submissions and Relief Sought | Volume Two Limited 
 

PC88G 

Provision Position Submission Relief Sought 

Zone Map 45Z Marsden Oppose VTL opposes the zoning of part of Lot 1 
DP 350513 Light Industry because: 

 the Light Industry Zone is inconsistent with 
the current lawfully established activities on 
Lot 1 DP 350513 and adjacent land 

 the most appropriate zone for Lot 1 
DP 350513 is Heavy Industry 

 the zone boundary does not follow the 
cadastral boundaries resulting in part of Lot 1 
DP 350513 being zoned Light Industry and 
the balance being zoned Heavy Industry 

That the part of Lot 1 DP 350513that is proposed 
to be zoned Light Industry be re-zoned Heavy 
Industry so that all of Lot 1 DP 350513 is in the 
Heavy Industry Zone 

PC88H 

Provision Position Submission Relief Sought 

Zone Map 45Z Marsden Support VTL supports the zoning of part of Lot 1 
DP 350513 Heavy Industry because: 

 the Heavy Industry Zone is consistent with 
the current lawfully established activities on 
Lot 1 DP 350513 and adjacent land 

 it is the most appropriate zone for Lot 1 DP 
350513 

That Lot 1 DP 350513 is zoned Heavy Industry 

HI-O1-HI-O5, HI-P1-HI-P7, 
HI-R1-HI-R31 

Support VTL supports the objectives, policies, and rules in 
the Heavy Industry Zone because: 

 they will support and facilitate the 
continuation of the current lawfully 
established on Lot 1 DP 350513 and adjacent 
land; 

 they are the most appropriate provisions to 
support heavy industry activities; 

That the objectives, policies and rules in the 
Heavy Industry Zone are adopted 
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 they are the most appropriate provisions to 
achieve the statutory purpose of sustainable 
management 

PC148 

Provision Position Submission Relief Sought 

SUB-R9 and SUB-R10 Oppose VTL opposes rules SUB-R9 and SUB-R10 because: 

 both rules relate to the Light Industry Zone; 

 there is no equivalent subdivision rule for the 
Heavy Industry Zone 

That SUB-R10 be amended to apply to the Heavy 
Industry Zone or an alternative rule is adopted to 
appropriately provide for subdivision in the 
Heavy Industry Zone 
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